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According
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in what
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how a
a product
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was made,
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how workers
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the process
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community issues.
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these
economic times,
these tough
tough economic
times, sustainable
sustainable products
products create
create that
that 'sweet
'sweet spot'
spot'
that
make consumers
consumers more
about the
the choices
choices they
that make
more optimistic
optimistic about
they are
are making,"
making,"
Alison
Alison Worthington,
Worthington, Hartman
Hartman Group
Group managing
managing director
director of
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said in
in aa statement.
statement.
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European
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United States
States has
adopt national
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has yet
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to adopt
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properly
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as "eco-friendly"
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or "green."
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or "certification"
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